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Jade Roberts is in love with Talon Steel but no longer welcome in his home. While she resolves to

move on, she still longs for the passion she and Talon sharedâ€¦and when her boss asks her to dig

up information on the Steels, sheâ€™s only too happy to comply. Talon and his brothers are hiding

something, and Jade is determined to find out what it is.The moment Talon saw Jade he wanted

her, ached for her, craved herâ€¦and now his desire has become his obsession. He knows she

deserves better than his broken soul, but he canâ€™t stay away from her, and he finally confesses

his love. If he and Jade are to have a future, he knows he must make peace with the dark shadows

and horrors of his past.But as Talon begins his journey of healing, Jade uncovers some startling

secretsâ€¦
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After reading Craving, the first book in Helen Hardt's Steel brothers trilogy, I was so ready for

Obsession, and it did not disappoint! The continuing story of Talon and Jade is both beautiful and

heartbreaking. Because I have endured a childhood sexual trauma, I was wary of reading about

Talon's horrifying childhood physical and sexual abuse. However I found that I was pulling for Talon

and hoping he would get help, because one can be healed from past abuse. Falling in love with



Jade gives him hope for healing from the past traumas, and that is beautiful. I love the visual I get of

both characters with the writing, and it is great to see the other family members again from Craving.

I love the way Helen Hardt writes; it brings the picture to my mind, and I get lost in the book, and

they become my book friends. And of course the sex is amazing and well written. The cliffhanger at

the end of Obsession is diabolical Miss Helen, however it surely makes me want to read

Possession! A fantastic read for me! I tried to read it slowly and savor the story, however once I

started, I could not stop. I Love Love Love this series!!!

Wow, this book (2/3) is so well written. It brings the characters to life and keeps you guessing. I

have my suspicions of who these 3 men are, 2 of them are definite. I honestly would've never

thought who the second guy was. Seriously, you need to read these books!!

This series is amazing. Helen Hardt really knows how to bring out the darkness and pain that reside

in the characterâ€™s life which allows readers to become invested and emotionally involved in the

story. Now, as I said in my note, this book is the continuation and Talon and Jadeâ€™s love story.

Their love story, while it has its sweet pieces, is ultimately dark and tragic because Talon is unable

to get over what happened to him when he was 10 years old (youâ€™ll know all about this if you

have read CRAVING). But we do get to see a lot of character growth in this novel when it comes to

Talon, which makes him all the more relatable and lovable for all readers. We also get more of a

backstory in terms of Talonâ€™s tragic past, and get a little glimpse of who these monsters that

kidnapped him are. All of this put together makes for a very strong book that will leave readers not

only haunted, but extremely satisfied. OHâ€¦ And when you read the ending?!?! HOLY COW. A

major plot twist. Yikes! If you havenâ€™t read this series, I strongly suggest picking it up. The books

are pretty fast paced (I read both in just a few hours) and the story sucks you in from the get go. I

honestly cannot wait until the final book in Talon and Jadeâ€™s series comes out next month. I

simply NEED to know what is happening! Oh, yesâ€¦ It does end in a cliffhanger tooâ€¦This is only the

second book that I have had the pleasure of reading by Helen Hardt and I have to say I am quickly

becoming a huge fan of her work. Her writing style is on point- there has never been any confusion

as to which characters are giving us their POVâ€™s- she weaves a tragic yet beautiful storyline that

immediately hooks all readers- and she uses vivid descriptions about the past and present. All of

this put together makes for a fantastic story and I think all readers should give her work a try!Highly

recommended!



As with 'Craving', I enjoyed the book and look forward to the next book in the series. The only thing I

did not like about this book were the grammatical errors, misspelled words, and incomplete

sentences...which is why I only gave this book 4 stars. This author needs to hire a proofreader if she

aspires to be a professional writer. There were way too many errors for this book to be considered a

professionally written novel.

Omg, omg!!!! This book is soooooooo goooooood! I can't wait for book three. I started book one and

ran right into book two. This book is everything, drama, love, raw sex, mystery. It is fantabulous. I so

recommend this series. Putting the pieces of this puzzle together is fascinating. The kidnapping of

the little boy, the trauma on the physique as an adult and being able to find love amidst all the

turmoil, working on healing by getting the help he needs so he can have a normal life with the

woman who loves and trust him completely. This woman who is in a position to help him and he

does not even know it. Omg, as not to give any spoilers away I must end this review. I am totally

excited for book three.

I don't even know where to begin! Helen should be contacted for a miniseries with these books! I

was hanging on for dear life as the story of the Steels & Jade continues to unfold! This series has it

all! Love, sizzling sex, angst, mystery...etc. I could go on and on about this series and author but

you've got to read it for yourself! Three only thing I'm sorry about is having to wait until September

to FINISH! I'll have a breakdown before then! LOVE THIS!

Great feed very intense and addicting a very taboo subject for many but still an issue that must be

dealt with in our society that has been kept quiet for too long. This series is a great story telling of

good versus evil and winning over the evil to find love.

OMGosh... Another fantastic book in this series! The Steel Brothers are HAWT cowboys, and Helen

Hardt leaves nothing to the imagination in this riveting story. I get mad, laugh out loud and feel the

pain of these wonderful characters. This book is well-written, so the book flows quickly and when

you are done you only feel regret wanting more. I can't wait for the third book, and know this will be

one of my favorite authors for a long time! Enjoy!
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